Introduction to The Magic Happens, Humanity Thriving
Out Loud, Autumn 2010 Edition.
TMH welcomes you to the
Autumn Edition of The
Magic Happens, Humanity
Thriving Out Loud. We
sincerely hope you enjoy
reading this issue as much
as we enjoyed preparing
it for you.
The autumn season is
now upon us and it brings
with it a time of
contemplation, giving
thanks and appreciation
for what the year has
brought us. For those of
us at TMH, we have much
to be thankful for as our
readership grows, our
intentions manifest and
our lives get better and
better. What are you
giving thanks for this year? We would love it if you would give us and
our readers what you are grateful for in your life in 2010.
Type up what you are appreciating this harvest – 200 words or less will
do – and send them to Kathleen. We will gather them up and post
some of the best ones in the Winter Edition of The Magic Happens.
Please include either an email address or your facebook account page

so those who become a fan of your appreciation can offer you the
kudos you deserve. :)
As the autumn approaches winter, it becomes a time of celebrating a
year well done and making decisions about what we’d like to see
happen in the New Year. It is our fondest hope that the material in this
issue can assist you in creating a powerful celebration and making
positive decisions for change in 2011.
The TMH crew hope to continue to improve and evolve in every
possible capacity and for this we need a little help from you in a
couple of different ways.
First, tell us what you would like to see in TMH. What would you like
to read? What would serve you best as a faithful reader of The Magic
Happens?
Second, as always, we have a call out for new contributors. Do you or
someone you know enjoy writing words of wisdom on the subject of
thriving and living well from an inner perspective? If you do (or know
someone) then send an email to Wayne with the heading of, ‘I want to
play too’ to begin the conversation. It would be awesome to see your
first article in the Winter Edition of The Magic Happens due to be
released on January 1st, 2011.
Well, that’s it for today. :) We wish you a wonderful season full love
and happiness. See you after Christmas, in the bright and shiny New
Year.
Yours in Living Well
The Magic Happens Crew

